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Southern California Fleet Report – the Journey Home
by Rick Olson, SC Fleet Commodore and CYA Rear Commodore
LOST AND FOUND…
On September 13, 1951, Stephens Brothers Boat Builders
launched hull #912, a 42-foot cruiser named Sea Boarder. It
was the new yacht built for W. A. Thompson, a banker and
owner of Seaboard Finance Company. She was docked at his
waterfront home in Newport Beach, California, and stayed there
until Thompson's death in the late 1960s.

Janet & Jim in the back

MEANWHILE BACK AT THE RANCH…
In summer of 2014 a new CYA member, Jim Kroeger, joined our
Southern California fleet. Jim owns a replica of a 1905 Truscott
Compromise launch that is powered by a live steam engine with a
propane fired boiler. The launch, Southern Bay (photo left), is a
big hit at our events with its Great Gatsby looks and locomotive
style steam whistle. As I got to know Jim better, he told me of
growing up around his grandfather's Stephens Brothers boat in
Newport Beach. The boat was named Sea Boarder but it had
vanished as far as Jim could find out. Jim had photos of the boat
on his home office wall from when he was a young boy. Jim was
anxious to know what had happened to his family's yacht, but even
the Haggin Museum in Stockton didn't know if the yacht had
survived.

A LUCKY MEETING.…
Each June at the Balboa Yacht Club in Newport beach we share dock space with 50 or so boats at the Wooden Boat
festival. Many of these yachts are ones that we have never seen before. There was such a yacht in attendance this year
and the owner stated that they had been working night and day to finish her and make the event. The boat was named
Revelry and was a 1951 Stephens that was beautifully restored. Jim's steam launch and Revelry were situated on
opposite sides of a dock with a walk-down ramp between the two. With the chaos of over a thousand guests visiting the
boats and the day's various activities consuming all of one's time, it seemed that Jim and the rest of us CYA folks really
didn't acknowledge Revelry other then noticing how pretty she was. As the day unwound, Jim ventured over and met
the owner and discussed the fact that his grandfather had owned a boat just like it. Imagine the thrill when the hull
numbers were checked and it turned out to be Jim's grandfather's boat! It created quite a stir. A marvelous bit of
serendipity and luck. The current owner of the boat had some of the history too. In the 1990s the boat was in a barn
somewhere in the Delta and went thru a complete restoration over eight years. In 2013 the current owner brought the
boat to Huntington Harbor and its current restoration was done.
A HAPPY ENDING…
About a month ago Jim and girlfriend
Janet were on their way to somewhere in
Orange County from their home in
Pasadena. Jim suggested, "let's swing
by and take a quick look at Revelry".
Fortunately the owner was on board and
as they talked Jim was informed that the
yacht was for sale and that a buyer from
Washington was interested. After Jim
picked himself up off the floor, a deposit
for purchase was made by Jim on the
boat that very day. That was a very fine
moment as a family legacy was restored.
Revelry will be renamed Sea Boarder
and is to become part of the Southern
California fleet. Our CYA best wishes
to Jim and his "new" 65-year-old boat!
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Northern California Fleet Report – a Gift For Us All
By Alan Almquist, NC Fleet Member and Past CYA Commodore
2013 marked the first year of
what has become an annual
NC Fleet event that we call
"Kruzin-4-Kidz." The event
was envisioned originally and
became a reality because of the
hard work of our fleet's
treasurer, John Di Lillo. This
event conjoins the Northern
California Fleet with the USS
Potomac
Foundation
in
sponsoring ill children, their
parents,
and
hospital
caregivers from UCSF Benioff
Children's Hospital (formally Children's Hospital &
Research Center Oakland) on a two and one half hour tour
of San Francisco Bay. The USS Potomac is escorted by
the Oakland Police Department, Marine Division, and
followed by a number of classic yachts from CYA
membership. We host on board each of our yachts a
number of the hospital caregivers who have signed up for
the event.

As each child boards the Potomac their picture is taken,
framed, and given to them as a souvenir along with a
Potomac knit watch cap. During the cruise our young

This year "Kruizin-4-Kidz" took place on Saturday,
October 17, and was another great success. Over 350
people boarded the Potomac and CYA yachts at Jack
London Square and were taken out on the San Francisco
Bay, around Alcatraz to Pier 39, and back home to
Oakland. CYA yachts in the parade this year included
Wanda, Triple Crown, Pat Pending, Miss 102, Ahalani,
Aurora 5, Shibui, Maverick, and Sea Breeze. The yachts
escorted vessels from the Oakland and San Francisco
police departments and the San Francisco Fire Boat and
Helicopter. Once again our efforts in this parade were
coordinated by Shawn Ball and John Di Lillo in addition to
the over 60 community volunteers who made this event the
special one that it was for these children.

passengers are provided with a picnic lunch especially
catered to their needs. The children are given a brief
history lesson on the Potomac and the various sights
around San Francisco Bay.
Near the end of the cruise, as a special treat and surprise to
the children, the San Francisco Fire Department, Marine
Division, slips out of hiding from under the
Bay Bridge and salutes the Potomac as it
passes with a six spray water salute and
then blasts its horn. Our CYA classics
respond to the salute with a cacophony of
horns of our own. The children love
it. They can be heard laughing and
squealing with delight all over the
waterfront.
The purpose of this event is to give some
respite to the families and caregivers
responsible for the day-in/day-out care of
these children. If you have ever been a
caregiver you know the emotional and
physical strain it causes. You long for that
"Calgon" moment of "take me away." We
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trust this cruise gives the recipients that moment as well as
hope for a better future.

does not use any funds from either the NC Fleet or the CYA
treasuries.

This event would not be possible if it weren't for our
donors. Many members, merchants, and vendors have
given to make this event possible. To everyone who has
given both of goods, services, and/or funds, our committee
thanks you. This event is funded solely by donations and

As the yachts returned to their assigned berths at Jack
London Square and the passengers disembarked, a hosted
brunch for all the sponsors and their guests was provided
as a thank you gift to all who have donated.
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Canadian Fleet Report – Hidden Treasure in Brentwood Bay
by Mike O'Brien, CAN Fleet member and Past CYA Commodore
It comes as no surprise to Vancouver Islanders that three of the
award winning boats at the 2015 Victoria Wooden Boat Festival
were either restored or maintained by shipwrights Abernethy &
Gaudin of Brentwood Bay (AG Boats), British Columbia.
The best workboat award went to Pacific, a great fish boat
conversion that was at AG Boats this summer for some
refurbishing. Rob and Jean re-built Pacific's house, replacing
the cabin top and the majority of the structure to its original
configuration.
The mast was
stripped,
refinished,
reassembled,
and installed.
The best restored sail award went to Teak Bird, a Bill Garden 50 foot
ketch which had been stripped out in Seattle. With the deck covered
temporarily in plywood, Teak Bird was towed the 95 nautical miles to
Brentwood Bay where she was hauled out on the marine railroad into
the boat shed at AG Boats. What followed was a complete restoration,
including replacement of electrical, mechanical and plumbing systems,
new decks, new bulkheads, new cabin sole, all new cabinetry, and
refurbishment or replacement of all deck fittings and equipment.
The best restored
power award went to
our CYA vessel,
Euphemia II, whose
structural
components have
been zealously renewed by Rob, Jean, and crew over the last ten
years. They have replaced all of the keel bolts, the garboard planks,
about a quarter of her
frames and associated
floors, and significant
portions of her deadwood,
as well as performing
complete re-caulking. In
addition, Jean and Rob do
an annual inspection at
"shave and a haircut" time
and provide sound advice
on self-performed
maintenance.
In the last year, in addition
to the above, the yard did
a complete hull restoration
on a 36 foot Monk
including new planking
from amidships aft to the transom which was also rebuilt; new shaft logs
were constructed and installed, along with new shafts; and the engines were
restored.

Another major project was the
restoration of a 42 foot
schooner by replacing hull
planking, floor timbers, 60% of
the frames, and re-bolting of
the ballast and floor timbers.
Several small boat projects
were completed, include the
construction of a 15' light
weight version of the St.
Lawrence skiff, a 14' Campbell
River Tyee row boat, and a 14'
Whitehall.
In addition to other interior
joinery projects, Rob and Jean
completed a spectacular new
wheelhouse work table for
Doreen McBride to use on CYA Canfleet’s Olmaha, as well as a tricky
folding teak boarding ladder.
Rob and Jean are also entrusted with much of the ongoing
maintenance required by the Canadian Navy's tall ship
Oriole. On a bench in the shop is the beginning of a new
coach house for Oriole, and this winter AG Boats will be
spending considerable time on Oriole's structural
components.
AG Boats' location in Brentwood Bay is easily reached
from Victoria, Vancouver, and Seattle. Their thirty ton
ways will handle boats up to 50 feet and a 17 foot beam.
The marine railroad provides a gentle and solid method of
bringing a boat out of the water. Once inside the covered
ways, the shop is readily at hand with its generous supply
of timber and tools, making for an efficient work schedule.
In addition, there is dockside space for boats up to 120
feet. They use haulout facilities at other local marinas for boats over fifty feet.
The two principals, Jean Gaudin and Rob Abernethy have diverse backgrounds that give the wooden boat owner access
to a complete array of talent required for any project.
Jean's initial exposure to wooden boat building was through his father, Michel, a talented shipwright who brought his
family to Canada from France via the Caribbean in a 38 foot ketch he built himself. Jean spent nine years learning the
shipwright trade alongside some exceptionally talented people at Bent Jespersen's shipyard in Sidney, British Columbia.
Rob's working career started with the family business Abernethy & Son Clockmakers, restoring century old tower
clocks and residential time pieces. Rob attended a well-known trade school and then Sheridan College's School for Arts
and Design in Toronto, Ontario, and finally the NorthWest School of Wooden Boatbuilding in Port Haddock,
Washington. After graduating, Rob had the opportunity to work with internationally acclaimed Naval Architect and
boat builder, Paul Gartside, as well as managing his own projects.
In addition, Rob and Jean are able to attract skilled tradesmen and apprentices to assist in their many projects.
Rob and Jean have become among the most highly regarded traditional shipwrights on the west coast. Given their
experience and youth (they are both still in their early forties) they are the future of wood boat construction and
maintenance on the South West coast of Canada and the North West coast of USA.
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Jean on the left and Rob
on the right.

2016 January CYA Board of Directors' Meetings
and Change of Watch Banquet
The international CYA Board of Directors' weekend will be held in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada,
over the weekend of January 15-17, 2016. All CYA members are encouraged to attend and join in the tours,
festivities, and meetings. Hosted by the Canadian Fleet this year, the weekend will be informative, productive,
and full of fun. All five CYA fleets take turns hosting this annual weekend .. come visit Canada this year!
Notices have been emailed. If you did not receive notice and a registration form, or for more information,
please contact CAN Fleet Commodore Shirley Howdle, 24shirley.howdle@gmail.com.
Please make sure your email address and all other contact information are current with CYA so you receive
notices from your local Fleet about local events and notices regarding all-CYA events such as the Board of
Director weekend. Please check your account online on the CYA website, classicyacht.org, by logging in on
that webpage. If you have questions about logging in or questions about your account, please contact CYA
Roster Editor Janice Palmer at janice.johnsonpalmer@gmail.com.

Membership and dues renewals for CYA and the Fleets are due
To renew online, please go to www.classicyacht.org, click on "Membership Renewal" at the bottom of the
page, then click on "Access My Profile", and follow the directions from there. Please remember to update
your profile information for the Roster if your address, email, or telephone number(s) have
changed. Remember: You can go into your profile any time during the year to update your information. That
way, the database is always up to date. For answers to questions or for help, contact CYA Roster Editor Janice
Johnson-Palmer at janice.johnsonpalmer@gmail.com.
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Pacific Northwest Fleet Report – North to Alaska, part 1
by Larry Benson, PNW Fleet Member and Past CYA Commodore
Where it began I met Mark Bunzel at the Port Townsend Wooden Boat Festival September 2014. Mark is publisher of Waggoner
Cruising Guide plus most of the cruising publications we all use. During our conversation he mentioned that he leads
flotillas to Alaska each Spring.
I had not really thought seriously about going to Alaska on Thelonius, but suddenly it sounded like a wonderful
adventure and, in an escorted flotilla, a relatively safe and viable one. Over the next few days it incubated in my mind,
and I soon decided to go for it. I signed up!
As a part of the deal, Mark provided an extensive checklist to prepare the boat. I began working my way through
this list and added to it. Prep included installing an auto pilot, new chart plotter, new back-up VHF radio, extra raw
water pump, various seals, impellers, belts, etc, etc.... I spent nearly every day for the three months leading up to
departure making sure every system was in top condition.
Another benefit was a three-day seminar held in March. Tina (Stotz) attended with me, although she wasn't able to
join me on the trip because of family matters. (I traveled alone on the flotilla portion of the trip - various CYA friends
joined me once we got to Ketchikan.) We couldn't imagine what would take three days in a seminar to cover, but they
indeed did fill the time with pertinent and valuable information. There were surprisingly many people in attendance 30 to 40 - some who would be in one of the two flotillas, some who would be traveling independently.
The adventure commences On May 14, I departed Seattle on Thelonius and
headed to Anacortes, from where the flotilla of eight
boats was to depart. I arrived in Cap Sante Marina in
Anacortes on May 15. Several other of the flotilla
boats were docked nearby, so I soon met some of my
traveling companions-to-be. Thelonius was the only
classic, and proved to be the object of much attention
within the flotilla and throughout my travels in Alaska.
Punctually at 0700 on Sunday, May 17, we all
assembled for departure. Mark had said that we needn't
travel as a group - anyone who wanted to leave at a
different time or travel at a different speed was free to
do so, so long as we all ended the day together. As it
worked out, everyone was comfortable cruising at 7-1/2
to 8 knots, so we for the most part were within sight of
one another the whole trip.
First stop was Bedwell Harbor to clear
customs. When I pulled into the Customs dock I saw my good friends Sue and Bob Shaw (CYA Canadian fleet Tsona) at a nearby dock, so after clearing customs, I visited with
them for a delightfully serendipitous visit. Then on to Ganges.
The next day our destination was Silva Bay, where we potlucked
on the grounds of Pages Resort, joined by other special friends Jody
West and Cliff Robb (CYA Canadian fleet - Django).
Six a.m. the next morning we began our crossing of Georgia
Strait. A bit bouncy, but promised to get worse later in the
day. We docked in Garden Bay, Pender Harbor. Early arrival,
pleasant afternoon, dinner outdoors at the Garden Bay Pub.
Day 4 - a long run to Teakerne Arm in Desolation
Sound. During our run up Malaspina Strait I passed a Sea Span tug
towing three barges. The tug radio'd me - the captain was Tom
Burnett (CYA Canadian fleet - Gleniffer). Nice chat with Tom. I
later found out that every boat in the flotilla listened in - I was
getting the reputation of 'knowing everyone'. Fun!, if not quite true.
Teakerne Arm proved to be an anchoring challenge. After two
attempts with my anchor chattering across the rock shelf, I bailed
out and went the few miles to Quartz Bay, where I spent a very
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pleasant night comfortably tied to the dock at Joelle and Andy Blair's (CYA PNW fleet - Glayva) vacation retreat.
The next day I rejoined the flotilla. We continued North, timing our passage through various rapids, stopping at
Blind Channel Resort, Port Harvey Resort, Echo Bay Resort (great crab and prawn feed there), Port McNeill.
At five a.m. on Monday, May 25, we departed Port
McNeill for our first of two open-ocean crossings Queen Charlotte Strait, a 68-mile day. Large, closelyspace rollers (l.6 meters, 4 seconds) made for many
hours of very uncomfortable travel. All agreed that we
don't want another day like that. A very pleasant
anchorage in Fury Cove.
The next day to Ocean Falls. This was a thriving
mill town of 5,000 people until the mill closed in 1980
- now a ghost town with fewer than 100 residents.
Quite strange to see all the abandoned buildings. One
resident - Nearly Normal Norman - has collected
thousands of abandoned items. We toured his very
weird museum.
Next, on to Shearwater Resort & Marina, a major
stopover on the inland waterway, for a two-day respite.
Ferried to Bella Bella for a brief visit.
Then to Rescue Bay, Windy Bay, Bishop Bay, up
Grenville Channel ('the Ditch') to Lowe Inlet. Enroute to Lowe Inlet, a pod of Pacific White-sided Dolphins played in
my wake for 15 minutes. Wonderful!
The next day to Prince Rupert. Dinner at the Crest Hotel restaurant, a welcome touch of civilization after days of
remoteness. Mark determined we should make the long run to Ketchikan the following day. The forecast was for a
storm to arrive a day later. So, a 4:30 a.m. start and 84 km later we had crossed Dixon Entrance (the second of the openocean crossings), and arrived in Ketchikan. A stop for fuel and to clear customs, and finally to Bar Harbor at 4:30 p.m.,
a long twelve hour day, and the conclusion of the flotilla.
Mark had delivered us, as promised, to Ketchikan. Safely! Nice experiences along the way! New friends! A huge
success!
The weather - we had no rain the entire trip. And light winds
for the most part. Amazing but true!
Thelonius proved to be one of the few boats that had no
problems.
This was the end of the flotilla experience, but the beginning
of seven more weeks of my Alaska adventure.
North to Alaska, part 2 .. coming soon!

Thelonius

Look at Larry and Thelonius on page 1!
Ok, it's Section B, but it's still the front page!
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CYA Board of Directors weekend – A Sneak Peek
by Ann Hay, PNW Fleet Member and CYA Newsletter Editor
This coming 15-17 January, 2016, the CYA Board of Directors will be meeting in Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada, for our annual Board meetings (two days of them), a formal Change of Watch banquet, tours, gatherings, an
excursion on classic boats owned by local CAN Fleet members, and other fun stuff. Everyone in CYA is welcome!
One of the places we'll be visiting is the
Vancouver Maritime Museum. We'll be
gathering there on Friday evening of that
weekend for the informal welcome reception
by CAN Fleet members for those CYA
members on the Board and for all other
attendees. We are welcome to tour the
museum before the evening event begins.
With the information below off the Museum's
website, it seems like a great idea to get there
a couple of hours early to do just that!
The museum opened in 1959 as a provincial Centennial project. In 1972, the Vancouver Museums and Planetarium
Association assumed management of the museum on behalf of the City of Vancouver. In 1974, a separate Vancouver
Maritime Museum Society was formed. In 1987, the VMPA
split into three institutions, with the society board assuming
management on behalf of the City. The museum's staff and
Board of Trustees work to improve the museum, create a
bright future, and strengthen the connection of maritime
history to the world today.
The main exhibit is the St. Roch, an historic arctic exploration
vessel used by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. The
museum also has extensive galleries of model ships, including
a particularly fine bone model of the French warship Vengeur
du Peuple which was built around 1800 by French prisoners
of war, a Children's Maritime Discovery Centre, a recreation (photo above) of the fo'c'sle (forecastle) of Vancouver's
ship Discovery, an extensive collection of maritime art, and a large library and archives.
Built in British Columbia, named after a parish in
Quebec, captained by a Norwegian immigrant,
crewed by farm boys from across the country,
and helped by the Inuit, the St. Roch was the first
vessel to sail the Northwest Passage from west to
east (1940-1942), the first to complete the
passage in one season (1944), and the first to
circumnavigate North America.
One of the only ships in service in the Arctic in
the early part of the 20th century, the St. Roch is
made of an unusual design of thick Douglas Fir
planks reinforced with heavy beams to withstand
the ice pressure and an outer shell made of some of the hardest wood in the world, Australian Eucalyptus 'iron bark'.
Now, you can board and explore one of the world's great Arctic explorers and a National Historic Site of Canada. Walk
the decks, tour the interior cabins, marvel at the "ice-bucket", wonder at the close-knit quarters, and even take the helm
to traverse uncharted waters just like the brave men of 1942/44.
Another feather in the cap of the museum, the Arnold 176 chronometer, probably the Vancouver Maritime Museum's
greatest treasure, was used by Captain George Vancouver during his five-year voyage of exploration in the Pacific from
1791 to 1795, which resulted in the charting of the Northwest Coast from California to Alaska.
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The Arnold 176 was made by John Arnold in London, likely prior to
1787. Arnold numbered all of his time pieces, hence the name
"Arnold 176." Chronometers were exceptionally accurate timepieces,
used at sea to help navigators plot longitude. A slow or fast running
chronometer would throw off the navigator's calculations, and could
lead to shipwreck. Most ships carried four to five chronometers to
check against each other
The Canadian Pacific Railway's Princess Sophia sank in the freezing
water off Alaska's Vanderbilt Reef in the early morning hours of 25
October, 1918. She was on her regular route from Skagway to
Vancouver, BC. All 368 passengers and crew were lost. It remains the worst maritime disaster on the Pacific coast.
Sophia's bell was lost with
the ship but was recovered
later in 1918 by salvage
divers. One of the divers
presented the bell to Jessie
Halterman of Juneau,
Alaska. Decades later, she
gave the bell to her
granddaughter Betty
Mantyla, to help pay for her
education. Instead of selling
it, Mantyla kept the bell for
more than 50 years before
donating it to the Museum.

For more information about the entire CYA weekend this
January – all of the meetings, tours, and events – please
contact CAN Fleet Commodore Shirley Howdle at her email
address or phone number listed in your CYA Roster. If you
can't make it this year, plan on attending one of these annual
weekends in the future that are held in different areas of
North America every January. You'll have fun and make new
friends and be glad you did. Come join us for camaraderie
and exploration.
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CYA new members – welcome!

New Affiliate Members:
John Peckham
(no vessel)
SC Fleet
Rick Olson, sponsor

David and Jackie Peebles
Gladsong II
35' 1962 Chris-Craft
CAN Fleet
North Vancouver, BC
Gord Wintrup, sponsor

Carl Earhart and Martha Forero
Lazarus
42' 1960 Matthews
SC Fleet
Wilmington, CA
Rick Olson, sponsor

New Classic Member:
Rick and Sarah Reeves
SWIETENIA
30' 1941 Chris-Craft
PNW Fleet
Seattle, WA
Mark Garff, sponsor

An updated New Member Application is now available on the CYA website at
http://cya.wildapricot.org/Resources/Documents/CYA-App-Form.pdf. This
current New Member Application reflects a change in dues for the Southern
California Fleet effective September 1, 2015. SC Fleet members especially
should download this new application and replace the old version on their vessels.
All CYA members should carry blank Membership Applications on board to
give to prospective new CYA members. Download and print some today.
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